
2B: Best Marketing and Communications 
to Support Ridership or Sales

When ridership significantly declined due to the pandemic,
dropping nearly 60 percent, we developed Take a Trip as
a vehicle to begin to build back ridership slowly over time.
By focusing on a wide array of trips, routes, and
destinations, as well as safety and cleaning protocols, with
close-up, personal point-of-view photos, we appealed to
customers and potential customers, remaining sensitive to
their various levels of comfort with regard to returning to
transit. By the end of 2021, our service level had returned
to approximately 70 percent of prepandemic levels.



Digital Display Advertising
Through a mix of social and digital media and PR activities in English and
Spanish, we were able to reach people via their computers, phones, tablets,
which was most effective during a pandemic where most people were
working remotely and other essential personnel relied on their devices more
than ever. Ads were served to specific targets—transit users, commuters,
environmentalists, visitors, and users of major transit apps. Geofences were
placed around rail stations and sports, concert, and entertainment venues.



Digital Display Advertising
From launch in October through Dec 31, this digital-only, bilingual campaign
achieved 10 million impressions and an impressive click thru average of .14%
from paid efforts for high engagement with the RTD Trip Planner.



Digital Display Advertising
Spanish-language ads were served and targeted to commuters, airport visitors, 
green enthusiasts, sports fans, and other native Spanish-language interest apps.



Social Media | Facebook
Social media provided another exceptional platform to relay these messages
and engage with our audiences. Varied messages and destinations
appealed to an array of customers and potentials.



Social Media | Twitter
Across social media, we portrayed a wide variety of destinations, as well as
safety, cleaning, and sustainability messages to appeal to people’s interestd
and comfort levels.



Social Media | Instagram
On RTD social media channels, we had 48 organic posts with 110,879
impressions and 1,749 engagements from Sept through December 2021.
The campaign linked through to RTD’s Trip Planner, so that people could
take the inspirations from the campaign and plan out their own journey to
their preferred destinations.




